Abstract-The available data of complete ordering of genes on each chromosome of organisms is increasing thank to the research in gene hunting and annotation. Researchers like evolutionary biologists and computer scientists are greatly interested in gene order data because it make possible to resolve the ancient branches to fill the tree of life.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complete ordering and strandedness of genes on each chromosome of organisms is now available due to modern laboratory techniques. As more genomic information we can get, analysis methods for gene order data are in an increasing need. The most substantial step in analysis of such data is to estimate the evolutionary change between two genomes, which is the evolutinary distance.
Thank to phylogenists, comparative genomicists and computational biologists, there is a variety of methods for reconstructing phylogineis: such as direct optimization, MCMC and distance-based methods. Among all these approaches, distance-based methods do not require intensive computation as the other two yet still provides reasonablly accurate results. In this paper, we focus on distance based methods as the number of genomes we test exceeds the range of size that the other two methods can handle.
Inversion based distance metric has been well studied for the past 20 years. DCJ [2] is a different model of genome rearrangement, under which various genomic rearrangement events: inversion, transposition, translocation, block interchange and chromosmal fusion and fission can all be represented by a single multichromosomal operation. Both inversion and DCJ based distance methods provide very simliar phylogenis, testified by Korthari and Moret [3] .
A problem with these commonly used methods is that they are bounded and reflect only the final state of an evolutinary process, thus they typcially underestimate the true distance especially for genomes that invlove a large amount of evolutinary events. Wang et al. proposed a correction method for inversion distance metric and greatly improved the accuracy of the phylogenies referred based on it [7] . Lin and Moret proposed a novel approach to esitimate the true distance under DCJ model on the mathematical level [4] .
In this paper, we focus on estimating the quality of referred phylogenies based on using these distance metrics and make comparison between them.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Inversion distances
The inversion distance between two genomes is defined as the minimum number of inversion events needed to transform one into another. Hannelhalli and Pevzner invented a polynomial time algorithm to compute this distance [5] and Bader et al. later improved it into an optimal linear time algorithm [6] .
Wang et al. developed a statistcal techinique called EDE (Empiracally Derived Estimator) for correcting inversion distances [7] . The formula of corrected inversion distance is:
where a, b and c are constants based on their experimental results. Given the (minimum) inversion distance d, we can estimate the true inversion distance by computing f −1 (d).
B. DCJ distances
DCJ model was proposed by Yancopoulos et al. [2] then refined by Bergeron and his colleagues [1] . As we know a gene is a stranded sequence of DNA that starts with a tail and end with a head. An adjacency of two consecutive gens a and b, depending on their respective orientation, can be of four different types:
For the singleton sets, like {d t } or {d h }, we name it as telomere.
A DCJ operation makes a pair of cuts (which can be anywhere, even the cuts are on different chromosomes) and proceeds to reconnect the ends of cuts.
DCJ model can mimic the same event of inversion, fission, fusion, translocation and transposition through different combination of one or more DCJ operations, and computations with DCJ are even simpler than computatioins with just inversion.
Since DCJ metric also only considers the initial and final states and thus underestimate the true evolutionary distance between two genomes. Yu and Moret [4] thoroughly considered the four possible cases of changes on adjacencies and tolemeres, and derived a novel process to estimate the distance between two genomes G 1 and G 2 by computing every intermedia states, step by step, from G 1 to G 2 until they finally match or they reach to a pre-defined threshold.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Data preparation
We set out to test the accuracy of these distances in phgylogenetic reconstruction using simulated data, where the true evolutionary histories are known.
In our experiments, we generate model tree topologies from the uniform distribution on binary trees, each with 20 leaves. On each tree, we evolve signed permutations of 100 genes using various number of evolutionary rates: letting r denote the expected number of evolutionary events along an edge of the true tree, we use values of r in the range of 2 to 32. The actual number of events along each edge is sampled from a uniform distribution on the set { r 2 , . . . , We use FastME to obtain phylogenies since it is fast and accurate with corrected inversion distances [7] . Other methods (GRAPPA and MGR) will take very long time for datasets with 20 genomes and large r values.
B. Comparison strategies
We compare the accuracy of a phylogeny using the the Robinson-Foulds (RF) rate. Assuming T be the true tree and let T be the inferred tree. An edge e in T is "missing" in T if T does not contain an edge defining the same bipartition; such an edge is called a false negative (FN). The false negative rate is the number of false negative edges in T with respect to T divided by the number of internal edges in T . The false positive (FP) rate is defined similarly, by swapping T and T .
The RF rate is the average of FN and FP rates. Generally an average RF rate of lower than 5% is considered acceptable [8] .
C. Confidence Assessment
To introduce a certain amount of disturbation to the original datasets and assess the quality of the inferred trees, we use jackknife procedure.
The jackknifing procedure is applied by removing some genes from each genome and obtaining a tree from the reduced genomes. This procedure is then repeated many times and a consensus tree is constructed. From the result of a set of experiments, we find that the jackknifing rate (percentage of genes being removed) of 40% is a good turning point. Fig. 1 shows the RF rate of using different jackknife rate for r = 8 and r = 28. One can observe that by deleting more than 40% genes, the consensus trees become far from the true trees, indicating that too much disturbance is introduced. As a result, we use the rate of 40% in all our other experiments. When we compare FP and FN rate, we need to decide under what confidence values (which are perhaps the most valuable information obtained through the jackknife procedure) of internal edges shall we examine them.
The most important question is to determine where to draw the threshold so that edges with confidence values higher than this threshold can be trusted, whereas edges with lower values can be discarded. When determining the best value of support threshold, one shall realize that high threshold can reduce FP branches, however the possibility of discarding non-FP branches also increases, thus increases the FN.
To find a point that with reasonably low FP rate (5% is generally acceptable) and with as low FN rate as we can get (we want to keep as many branches uncontracted as we can), We conducted a set of experiments to find the best support threshold value, due to the space limitation, we can not illustrate all the result ranged from 60% to 95%. Fig. 3 to 5 show 3 sets of FP and FN rate under 65%,75% and 85% respectively, we observe that FN rate dominate the value of RF rate, thus we pick 75% as the threshold of support values.
IV. RESULTS
In Fig. 2 we observe that uncorrected method, both inversion based and DCJ based perform almost exactly the same. Corrected DCJ and EDE (corrected inversion) provide similar results when r < 24, and then as the number of events increase near the saturate point, EDE can not keep the accuracy while corrected DCJ keep desirably low RF rate even when r reaches 32. Fig. 3 to 5 show the FP and FN branch rate using 65%,75% and 85% threshold values. We get the similar impact that by using corrected method, we get significantly lower FP rate. However FN is inevitablly high, that means a large amount of "good" edges that do not introduce any FP are discarded. This may be introduced by the jackknifing and FastME, hence more investigation is required.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have conducted extensive experiments to compare the accuracy of phylogenetic reconstruction between four different methods under both inversion and DCJ model. These testings show our findings in three aspects: DCJ and inversion based method yield very similar however untrustable results especially for datasets involving a large number of evolutionary events; corrected methods provide much more accurate phylogenies thus we recommend using them; corrected DCJ metric outperforms the other three method and keeps its accuracy even for very high event datasets.
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